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Date:

9/27/21

Topic:

Person gets rescued from falling
into a well

Summary of Research
A 4-year old boy got rescued from falling in a well in Texas from first
responders. They were lucky that the boy only feel 9 feet in the hole and
using mechanical equipment (no technology), they got him out after 6 hours.
Similar instances of rescue efforts in India and other parts of the world were
out of vain and the citizens ended up blaming authorities due to
delays in the rescue mission.

Scientific vocabulary:
●
●

Shaft- a tunnel that has been dug
Drilling tool- tool used to drill into the ground.

References/ Links
https://people.com/human-interest/4-year-old-boy-rescued-after-spending-six-hours-trapped-in-a-well-in-texas/
https://people.com/human-interest/5-year-old-boy-trapped-in-200-foot-well-india/

Date:

9/28/21

Topic:

Computer Programming with camera
and Raspberry Pi to monitor
condition inside well (for first
responders)- also Broad vs. Narrow

Summary of Research
Research was conducted for the mind map about computer programming, how
to connect a camera into Raspberry Pi, and how to control that camera
using Python language. Also, research about how wells are made and the
tools used to dig a person out of a well was done- they make parallel
tunnels and use drilling tools without additional technology. Wells are
made by a person drilling into the ground at a very deep level until
water rises for drinking. This is a narrowing down of the topic, as
opposed to “wells” or “coding” and takes the project more in-depth.
Scientific vocabulary:
●
●

Module- a piece of a program that executes in more steps that programmers do not need to
conduct.
Function- a piece of code that has a specific purpose (for example, the function print allows
you to print a piece of code or something else on the “shell” where the product of the
program comes out.

References/ Links https://projects.raspberrypi.org/en/projects/getting-started-with-picamera/4
https://www.latimes.com/n-bsqwhdz1o-123
Also for entry 9/29/21 (this counts as the next entry) link for the Mind Map:
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Bpm-DDF1MjAExmBz58jejw-fHuGLGii00UDKD5hAB9E/edit#slide=id.ga1bb37ca
1b_1_45

Date:

9/30/21

Topic:

Initial Project Idea/Looking for
Topics

Summary of Research
An explanation was written concerning the project and means of the project
selected. The link is below:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1AO-ll-VFyUmVRmtwV-Mcnpl2RF5U1XRmCAIiBAw-fy
Y/edit

Scientific vocabulary:
●
●
●
References/ Links
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1AO-ll-VFyUmVRmtwV-Mcnpl2RF5U1XRmCAIiBAw-fy
Y/edit

Date:

10/4/21

Topic:

Coding with Python- Annotation &
Citation

Summary of Research- Information was collected on Python coding.
Tacke, A. (2019). Coding for Kids: Python: Learn to Code with 50 Awesome Games and Activities. Rockridge Press.
Coding can be used to perform everyday tasks as well as more complex tasks (like the project of controlling cameras, etc., needed for
this project) and Python is the main subject of this book. The print() function is useful for checking bits and pieces of code, which can
be later debugged if any issues arise. Many variations can be done in order to evade circumstances in which the print() function is not
agreeable with (in other words, problems that arise with this function). Comments (#) can also be used to take note of important things
in coding. This knowledge can be used to fix errors in an essential program (for banks, mechanics, etc.) or to take note of important
features in a program. Adrienne B. Tacke is a software engineer who has gotten a major in Management Information Systems at UNLV
and works as an engineer in the FinTech Industry, so this shows that she is an expert at technology and coding and therefore is an
expert on the subject matter of this book.

Scientific vocabulary:
●
●
●

print()- a function used to print code in Python
Comment (#)- used to put notes or omit unwanted code
Escape characters- used for “escaping” problems with print()

References/ Links
Link to Annotation/Citation Document
Book format only- Coding for Kids: Python: Learn to Code with 50 Awesome Games and Activities.
Link to preview: https://www.amazon.com/Coding-Kids-Python-Awesome-Activities-ebook/dp/B07P5P4B53

Date:

10/5/21

Topic:

Work Day- Status of Project

Summary of Research
As of now, I have finished the journal entries and have
established my initial idea for the project. In addition, I have
been doing some studies of coding and taking note of the
materials that might be needed for my project (for example, a
camera, pulley, etc).

Scientific vocabulary:
●
●
●

print()- function in code used to print code
F string- used to replace parts of string
Debug- to get rid of errors in code

References/ Links
https://www.amazon.com/Coding-Kids-Python-Awesome-Activities-ebook/dp/B07P5P4B53

Date:

9/29/21

Topic:

Initial Project Ideas

Summary of Research
In addition to controlling the camera using Raspberry Pi, there will also be the
experimentation of certain codes/modules to see which produces the most efficient way
of rescue (for example, which is more accurate, takes less time, etc.). In addition,
sensors and alarms could be attached to the contraption to further enhance the
knowledge of first responders. There is no independent variable or dependent variable
because this project is a Novel Approach project.
Scientific vocabulary:
●
●
●
References/ Links
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1AO-ll-VFyUmVRmtwV-Mcnpl2RF5U1XRmC
AIiBAw-fyY/edit

Date:

10/14/21

Topic:

Mini Proposal

Summary of Research
The Mini Proposal was done today, and the project follows all the
guidelines and is a physical project (involves computer science,
etc.). This is important to science because it can help workers
and researchers in the engineering field gain more accuracy with
their work in order to be successful or prevent any accidents, as
this project addresses. This project is a novel approach and will
not require any independent or dependent variable.
Scientific vocabulary:
●
●
●
References/ Links
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PhJp-zwOLUPJ-2jurhkAMTafX94ZTxF-H
hrRgecJuGg/edit

Date:

11/5/21

Topic:

Procedure Feedback

Summary of Research
Yes, the feedback was very helpful, and based on the feedback, I
am modifying and/or changing my procedure by defining certain
terms and being more specific with the location of wires. In this
way, I am also modifying the way I describe the procedure by
providing even more specific instructions.

Scientific vocabulary:
●
●
●
References/ Links
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1f9z73D4lem-iEBeD9kmUvX39Y2Yvs_7oX
Vja1fjKMYY/edit

ResearchResearch
& RESOURCES

Date: 10/28-10/29

TOPIC: Science Fair Procedure

Summary of Research
Preparation for making a
procedure for the experiment was
conducted. Equipment was sought,
including a Raspberry Pi and
several cables relating to the
computer. The procedure was
written to set the Raspberry Pi
Camera so that the
experimentation could begin.

Vocabulary:
●

HDMI cables- provides
connection from external
devices to the monitor
or other equipment.

Visuals

Reference:https://projects.raspberrypi.org/en/projects/raspberrypi-setting-up AND
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1f9z73D4lem-iEBeD9kmUvX39Y2Yvs
_7oXVja1fjKMYY/edit

DATE: 10/30-11/6

TOPIC: Raspberry Pi + Interfaces

Summary of research

Vocabulary

Research concerning the GUI
(Graphical User Interface) of the
Raspberry Pi and the available
interfaces for the Raspberry Pi (in
case they would need to be used)interfaces such as Camera, SSH,
VNC, SPI, I2C, etc., which connects
between the camera and Pi, another
computer and Pi, a video display
and Pi, certain GPIO pins, etc.
This is important because it
provides a way for external devices
to be able to connect and
communicate with the Pi using these
interfaces.

GUI- Graphical User Interface (the
user can interact with icons and
graphics, etc.)
Interface- enables a connection
between hardware and software (for
example, the Linux OS system to the
camera- Raspberry Pi to Camera

Visuals

References:
https://projects.raspberrypi.org/en/projects/raspberry-pi-using/9

DATE: 11/10-11/22
Research of the Pi Camera Module
was conducted- the camera module
can be accessed through the Camera
interface, and these interfaces can
be accessed by using the Raspberry
Pi Configuration tool (to do this,
go to the terminal and type sudo
raspi-config), which connects the
interface in the computer and
configures the external hardware.
After this is done, the PiCamera
module can be written in a new file
(after creating a new file in the
terminal window), and by activating
this module, pre-written code can
be used in the program to either
record or take pictures (for
example, camera.start_preview() to
start the camera, etc.).

TOPIC:PiCamera Module
Vocabulary- sudo raspi-configactivates the interface in the
computer and helps hardware
communicate with software
Camera.start_preview- helps to
start the camera (Python code)
Terminal window- where commands are
typed by the user and received by
the Linux OS (command line)
Visuals

References: https://www.raspberrypi.com/products/camera-module-v2/

DATE: 11/25-11/30
Research on how to navigate the
Linux system was conducted- Linux
is responsible for the commands in
the operating system (Raspbian).
There are commands such as cat, ls,
pwd, cd, and these commands help to
view files, to search for files in
a directory, to look for the
directory you are in, etc.- these
commands can help look at files
already preprogrammed in the OS and
see their use in relations to how
the project can be achieved.

TOPIC:Linux OS commands
Vocab:
Linux OS- an operating system that
is an open source (and free)
Directory- place where files or
other directories are
Pwd- present working directory
Ls- listing (files/directories in a
specific directory)
Cd- change directory

Visuals

References:
https://maker.pro/linux/tutorial/basic-linux-commands-for-beginners

DATE: 12/1-12/4
More commands were researched from
Linux: cp (to copy files), shift:wq
(to save), shift:q! (to not save),
man (to view the possible options
you have with the command), etc.
This is used in the command lines
(in Linux OS commands). This would
help make navigation in the command
line easier and efficient to access
the files that will hold my
programs for the project.

TOPIC: Linux OS commands
Vocabulary
Cp- copy files
Shift:wq- saving a file
Shift:q!- not saving a file
Touch- creating a file
(and more vocabulary related to Linux
OS commands)
Visuals

References:
https://maker.pro/linux/tutorial/basic-linux-commands-for-beginners

DATE: 12/6-12/21
Information about the .bashrc file
was researched- the .bashrc file is
a Shell script that is activated as
soon as the user logs in. Also,
information about the .bash_profile
file was researched about. Both
.bashrc and .bash_profile are in
the home directory in Linux. The
.bashrc could be used to start the
camera somehow since the .bashrc
starts as soon as the Raspberry Pi
is started, and the .bash_profile
could be used to email pictures
since many variables can be created
and stored there (to store the
email id, etc.).

TOPIC: .bashrc and .bash_profile
Vocabulary
.bashrc- file that runs as soon as
the Raspberry Pi is booted
.bash_profile- file that stores
variables
Smtplib- module used for Google
server (for Gmail)
Visuals

References:
https://maker.pro/linux/tutorial/basic-linux-commands-for-beginners

DATE: 12/23-12/27
Research was conducted on how
infrared cameras work- they work by
using thermal energy from objects
in the environment to convert into
electric signals and then form a
picture. Thermal energy is picked
up from the radiation from the
infrared section in the
electromagnetic spectrum. Humans
cannot see this light through the
naked eye. In this project, the
Raspberry Pi Zero has its own
unique infrared camera and
therefore the image gets sent to
the camera to the Raspberry Pi.

TOPIC: Infrared Camera
Vocabulary
Infrared camera- camera that observes thermal
energy and converts it into electrical signals
and into a picture (when the Raspberry Pi Zero
receives it)
Electromagnetic spectrum- a spectrum showing
the multiple frequencies of electromagnetic
radiation
Thermal energy- related to an object’s energy
Visuals

References:https://www.lynred.com/blog/infrared-technology-and-thermal-camer
as-how-they-work#:~:text=Thermal%2C%20or%20infrared%2C%20detection%20systems

DATE: 12/28-12/31
Research was done regarding the VLC
Media Player, which is free and an
open source to any user. The VLC
Media Player can be used for video
editing, live streaming/feeds, etc.
For the project, a live stream is
needed to capture what is happening
below ground in that moment.

TOPIC: VLC Media Player
Vocabulary
VLC Media Player- a free media
player that can be used for live
streaming, video editing, etc.

Visuals

References: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/VLC_media_player

DATE: 1/1-1/14
Research was conducted on what a
headless Raspberry Pi is- it is a Pi
that does not require the explicit
connection to the monitor (no cable
needed). This means that for the
project a headless Pi can be used to
control the operation remotely (using
sudo raspi-config and activating ssh,
which allows one computer to control
the rest of the computers) and this
makes the rescue mission more
efficient.

Title: Headless Raspberry Pi
Vocab:
Headless Pi- a Pi that does not
require a direct connection to the
monitor
SSH- allows for one computer to be
able to access and control other
computers (networking)

Images:

References:
https://theinfinitekitchen.com/guide/often-asked-what-is-a-headless-raspberry-p
i/

Experimental DESIGN &
Testing

Date:

1/14-1/16

Topic:

Basic Materials needed for the
Apparatus

Materials
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

4 Pi Zeros (Wi-Fi enabled)
3 power banks USB out(5V DC)
4 USB to Micro USB cables
4 “32 GB” micro SD cards
2 OTG USB hubs
2 IR and one NoIR Camera
Keyboard, mouse, monitor
One Micro SD card adapter
Open source Pi OS(Linux)
VLC Media player, PuTTY
VNC, Python 3.8
Gmail email account
One Mini HDMI to HDMI cable
Desktop with SD Card reader
Bluetooth(Wi-Fi)speaker, microphone

Date:

1/14-1/17

Topic:

Flowchart Developed for Possible
Choices

●
●
●

Named possible variables
required in the program
Flow was tested in small
segments
Initial choices made for
flow of control to right
code segments

Date:
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.
7.
8.

9.

10.
11.
12.

1/14-1/17

Topic:

Written Procedure for Constructing
& Testing the Apparatus

Three Pi Zeros are attached with the Pi Camera Module (One IR, One NoIR, and a backup IR camera respectively).
The fourth Pi Zero named “Management Pi” is configured with just the OTG hub. All the Pi Zeros are configured
with the default OS (Linux based) from https://www.raspberryPi.com/software/
The timezone and Wi-Fi account are set using the console for the first time on all the 4 Pis followed by
enabling the SSH access and the Pi Camera module using sudo raspi-config tool.
Management Pi is used to control and remotely access the three Pi Zeros sent down the well which has the camera,
speaker/microphone attached to it and is used for two-way communication with the trapped person. The speaker is
paired with the cellphone of the first responder beforehand.
The default “Pi” user account is used in order to reduce the setup requirements with a strong password. Note
down the IP address of all the 4 Pi Zeros after configuring the Wi-Fi or cellphone hotspot and after rebooting.
All the 4 Pis and the paired cellphone should be in the same network.
In the Management Pi, update files /home/pi/.bash_profile, rescuetool.py with the IP address of the Pi Zeros
sent down the well. This is a one-time configuration if a dedicated network is used and need not be repeated
every time when the network changes.
The program rescuetool.py calls startcamera.sh to start and stopcamera.sh to stop the stream based on users'
choice. For taking Picture and emailing takepicture.sh is used.
Management Pi has the master copy under /home/pi/sandhya directory.
.bashrc starts the camera upon reboot using startcamera.sh and all these programs are required and called in the
main program for the menu-driven rescuetool.py which is meant for the engineer to navigate and support the first
responders on the ground. This program provides various choices to help with the rescue efforts- a screenshot
of the same is shown below.
Individual streams can be controlled using this program which is, by default, live streaming upon booting.
Taking pictures using a specific camera and emailing for the expert’s review is programmed and pausing the live
stream while taking pictures (restarting the same camera is automated afterward). URL to view the live stream in
the media player is provided when the status of the live stream is checked. If a stream is crashed for some
reason, it can be restarted.
Error handling is taken care of and repeated execution of the menu is programmed.
All the Pi Zeros have the exact copy of the programs and are shared across using “scp”.
Simple Linux OS commands such as cp, mkdir, rm, pwd, ls, ps, grep, xargs, echo, export, raspistill, raspivid are
widely used.Simple bash shell commands such as echo, if..then.else, while loop, for loop, meaningful variables
and Python built-in modules such as os, smtplib, system are used.

Date:
1.

1/17

Topic:

Procedure for the Testing of the
Apparatus

Date:

1/17

Topic:

Changes to procedures

Procedure for the Testing of the
Apparatus

Date:

1/18

Topic:

Changes to procedures

Infrared cameras and
normal camera is
activated (infrared is
visible through
purple)

Procedure for the Testing of the
Apparatus

Data & Data Analysis

Date:

1/20/-1/25

Topic:

Data Collection (No Table or Graph
for Novel Approach Project)

Data Collection and Analysis (Trials)
Results: The cameras were able to be activated when the Pi Zeros
powered up and were able to stop when the Pi was stopped without any
human intervention and with least effort. In the night and dark the
two IR cameras were clear and changed to IR mode when there is no cue
with the non-IR camera. But when there is a light source the normal
camera can be used and is a backup.
Analysis
The apparatus functions properly all the time. The three cameras (two
infrared, one normal) were all turned on during startup using the
.bashrc feature with zero intervention. Also using the simple menu
driven raspitool.py, the navigation to individual Pis for starting and
stopping the cameras was successful. Emailing the picture to person
outside the network works well using the Google email server. The VLC
media player was used, which is a free media player available in both
Apple iOS and Android, presented the video clearly from the wifi
network where the Pi was sending the stream. The voice from the well
can be simulated by pairing the speaker with cellphone and by
requesting another responder to call the connected cell. Two-way
communication was established by calling from one cell to anotherhowever, one cell is below the well indirectly through pairing.

Pi Zero started the live stream upon boot using the code and
the communication over Wi-Fi/cell phone hotspot between the
Management Pi and other 3 Pi Zeros were seamless. Executing
the rescuetool.py and selecting option 1 (Stream details)

The rescuetool.py was
functional even if a Pi is down
and the status is shown instead
of an error message.

Snapshot of rescuetool.py
python code

Discussion
and
Conclusion

Date:

1/25

Topic:

Conclusion

Notes about your project and conclusions
The expected outcome was that all three Pi Zeros could communicate to the
Management Pi seamlessly and were able to operate remotely. The three cameras
(two infrared, one normal) were automatically turned on during startup and
started the live stream using the .bashrc feature and the code written for
this purpose with zero intervention. By using the simple menu-driven
rescuetool.py program, the navigation to individual Pis for starting and
stopping the cameras were successful. Emailing the picture to a person outside
the network worked well using the Google email server.
Networking over secured Wi-Fi and cell phone hotspot worked without any issues
and the VLC media player was able to show the live stream remotely.
Two-way communication was established by calling from a cellphone to the one
paired with the Bluetooth wireless speaker in order to communicate with the
trapped person along with the live stream, thereby providing a complete
picture of the situation inside the deep dark well for a better course of
action.

Date:

1/25

Topic:

Limitations

Notes about your project and conclusions
●

●

●
●

First responders have to use their equipment, tools such
as the pulley system, to lower this apparatus down the
well, and the dependency can be eliminated if integrated
with an appropriate motor and controlled through the Pi.
Distance traveled down the well to capture the live
stream needs to be measured externally and could be
implemented in the future using sensors controlled
through the Pi.
A high-capacity power bank can be used for non-stop
operation which could last for days.
A dedicated Wi-fi network of first responders can be used
as a viable solution to keep IP addresses of the Pi
static and eliminate the need for IP address updates over
the new networks across rescue missions

Date:

1/24

Topic:

Areas for Future Study

Notes about your project and conclusions
●

●

●

The invention can be equipped with different types of
cameras (such as HQ, water-resistant, etc.) that can be used
in different situations/environments.
In addition, sensors can be attached to the Pi in order to
provide more information about the distance traveled from
ground level, which might be useful in a rescue operation.
Also, the project can be extended to make use of a
pulley-driven motor to lower the camera to the precise location
of the trapped person rather than the current manual approach.
Enhancing the interface to use an app-like method for access
rather than a command line will make it more user-friendly for
users with least or no prior knowledge of Linux OS. Currently,
a default live stream is in place in the setup, without any
human intervention. However, any customization, sending
pictures over email, etc., requires the command line access.
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main subject of this book. The print() function is useful for checking bits and
pieces of code, which can be later debugged if any issues arise (just like the code
in my project for controlling the camera- there will be issues, and the code will
need to be debugged when changes are made). Many variations can be done in order to
evade circumstances in which the print() function is not agreeable (in other words,
problems that arise with this function). Comments (#) can also be used to take note
of important things in coding, and the program used to control the camera can have
comments as a reminder for what steps are taken to use the camera accordingly). This
knowledge can be used to fix errors in an essential program (for banks, mechanics,
etc.) or to take note of important features in a program in general, including the
project. Adrienne B. Tacke is a software engineer who has gotten a major in
Management Information Systems at UNLV and works as an engineer in the FinTech
Industry, so this shows that she is an expert at technology and coding and therefore
is an expert on the subject matter of this book.
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that this resource will help in integrating the camera in the
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addition to this, they were lucky that the boy only feel 9
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module can be accessed through the Camera interface, and
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computer (by sharing data from each). Afterwards the
PiCamera module can be written in a new file (after creating
a new file in the terminal window), and by activating this
module, pre-written code can be used in the program to
either record or take pictures (an example is the
camera.start_preview() to start the camera, etc.).
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the Raspberry Pi and the available interfaces for the
Raspberry Pi (in case they would need to be used)interfaces such as Camera, SSH, VLC, SPI, I2C, etc., which
connects between the camera and Pi, another computer and Pi,
a video display and Pi, certain GPIO pins, etc. This is
important because it provides a way for external devices to
be able to connect and communicate with the Pi using these
interfaces- and for the project, the Camera module is needed
to activate the camera- the SSH and VLC can be used later on
for displaying the video and toggling between the three
Raspberry Pis.

